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Prime Minister Boris Johnson
10 Downing Street,
London.SW1A 2AA

2nd April 2020

Ref: JM134 DG/TS/1797

Dear Prime Minister,
In times of adversity I try to retain a sense of humour for my family and friends, but it's been difficult after being
defrauded and bullied in our own home from which we have now departed after 47 years due to these scams and
bully boy tactics from your very uncivil servants of the V.O.A.
There are a good number that need some adjustment to their moral compass within
our Establishment, Government and Local Government. And all will need to be made
clear to those under risk, having informed many that needed to know or to be
“reminded” of in some cases, as we were not the first were we Prime Minister yet no
one has done anything, no acknowledgment, just heads in the sand.
My wife and a long term neighbour intimidated and apart from the fraud to my wife
and I they were being extorted for many thousands upon thousands of pounds of
council taxes, now proven that large amount of money was never owed by them.
Ruthlessly scammed by these Crown civil servants who the people should
have been able to trust and it wasn't the first time was it Mr Johnson? And
your Anti-Corruption Champion Mr John Penrose MP for Weston Super Mare
will have known that with his team of civil servants at the Home Office.
I didn't defend our home at first for we were trusting, as these were public
servants of the Crown, but I couldn’t defend us really as weakened and in
recovery from my second major cancer and operations when the Valuation
Office Agency barged into our home using the words of Sir Eric Pickles a
former Prime Ministers Anti-Corruption Champion like John Penrose MP.
Barging in to cover up the scamming to others eight months before, but we
didn't know that then. Left is what remained of my cancer support, where
we washed blood stained linen, stored medical items and was just a small utility box room after being lied to and
defrauded as the V.O.A termed it a (Food Preparation Area) in order to defraud us and for them to cover up.
A non-legislative term to give us a Band A on top of the Band G they upped us to in the scam to cover up but it did
confuse us due to trust, as we later also trusted the colluding rigged and corrupted Tribunals we had to experience.
The Band A to be deleted later but once more we didn’t know that then and we could not afford that extra £130 a
month Band A on top of the Band G increase we were deceitfully uplifted to for the V.O.A to cover up the other
scams they carried out in our community some eight months prior.
As we trusted we had to have destroyed our small cancer support facility based on their lies and deceit, but its
taught us a hard lesson on public service trust, our councils and now even our own Conservative Member for
Parliament and that trust we are all supposed to hold for those paid for from the taxpayer public purse.
After 22 years of service from the Rt Hon Dominic Grieve Q.C.M.P our new Conservative M.P Joy Morrissey instead
of supporting her five constituents scammed and after meeting her face to face in February 2020, went silent for a
whole year and did nothing and asked none of us even one question despite we had followed these Parliamentary
“protocols"

Such protocols, rules and charters your unsavoury H.M civil servants from the V.O.A the Executive Arm of H.M.R.C
ignored and were allowed to do so by covering up and silence from those above them who should have known
better. But silence and covering up from the so-called Establishment appears to be a routine pastime, still not
having learnt from the past has it Prime Minister?
Our Press silent too, but consider your “extra-curricular” activities for which I refer of course to your camping and
jogging with Dylan exploits, plus your decorating needs as headline news, our Country today I have said now a few
times. The only thing I and many are interested in is what good you and your Government are doing for the Country
and its people.
This website where we were kindly invited to tell of the past 5 ½ years of public service corruption and abuse
towards United Kingdom homeowners and tenants, is an initial start and a more complete and detailed one will be
forthcoming with the full detail of the evidence and copy correspondence.
Not only to the V.O.A and H.M.R.C but a number of members of this Government, the Department for Communities
and Local Government right from early on and throughout the period. If this Conservative Government is not able or
has no will to protect our homeowners and tenants then the vulnerable people need to know the truth of the
matter so at least they can try and protect themselves.
Our smaller and medium business ratepayers too, as forewarned is forearmed and we later found that we were prewarned, but only after the frauds and rigged Tribunal(s) occurred, together with this termed “Whitewash
Adjudicator” finally ending at a busy doing nothing and retreating Parliamentary Ombudsman or P.H.S.O
One more time Prime Minister “Our Country today” something it looks like we will have to live with so I have to
ensure no civil servant from the Valuation Office Agency can step over peoples thresholds again to cheat and
swindle them for what was once termed (Unwanted Council Taxes) now proven (Fraudulent Council Taxes) with
some abuse thrown in for good measure.
Just what is the point of any law and legislation Prime Minister if this Government Agency can walk straight through
them and defraud the homeowners and tenants, never mind our beleaguered businesses? Our Charters, rules
common decency all cast aside. With our Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice, HM Courts & Tribunals
Chief Executive and your Attorney General’s Office remaining silent and hiding in their bunkers still after over 5 ½
years, openness and transparency not ?
Seems our homes are not our castles after all Prime Minister?
Yours Sincerely

Mr. & Mrs. N.R. Gardiner & Mr. & Mrs. A.F. Bosher.
https://phsothetruestory.com/2021/03/26/unwantedcounciltax/
Cabinet minister Robert Buckland tells One Nation Tory members he will "respect" the rule of law "without worrying"
what Downing Street says. Buckland added: “My word is the law, not some unaccountable person who might be
saying something off record. “What I say and what the prime minister says matters far more than anything else.”
Prime Minister (and former journalist) Boris Johnson issued a statement nobly declaring: "Freedom of speech and a
free press are at the very core of our democracy, and journalists must be able to go about their work without being
threatened. The cowardly attacks and abuse directed at reporters for simply doing their job cannot continue. This
action plan is just the start of our work to protect those keeping the public informed, and defend those holding the
government to account."
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